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                                             Lesson + Poem Test
1-   Choose the correct spellings of the following words.        (3)
1    (A) interest (B) interast (C) enterest (D) intirest 
2    (A) guility (B) guilty (C) guillty (D) guiltty 
3    (A) genration (B) ganeration (C) generetion (D) generation 

2-   Choose the correct meanings of the underlined words.   (3)
4 The Rasool (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) was so well known for his justice. The underlined word means:

   (A) unknown (B) famous (C) reputed (D) appreciated 
5 You and I work well together. _____ are good   friends.

   (A) They (B) We (C) Their (D) You 
6 If we strive, ‘tis no disgrace. The underlined word means.

   (A) insult (B) fail (C) reward (D) task 

3-   Choose the correct option according to the grammar.       (3)
7 The man ____ you were talking to at meeting is my cousin. Choose the correct relative pronoun.

   (A) that (B) what (C) whom (D) which 
8 He has to __________result.

   (A) accepted (B) accept (C) will accept (D) accepting 
9 ‘The black umbrella is mine.’ The underlined word is a / an _________ noun.

   (A) preposition (B) adverb (C) very (D) adjective 

4-  Answer the following questions.                                      (4x2=8)
(i) How can people achieve perfection in the moral, spiritual and social areas of life?
(ii) How does the Quran describe the personality of the Holy Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص)?
(iii) What does the word ‘persevere’ mean?
(iv) Give an example of struggle from your life?
5-  Translate the following paragraph into Urdu.                       (8)
1 It is reported by Hazrat Ali (���

� said to him: “When two men come to (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) that Allah’s Messenger ( ر� ا� ��ٰ ��
you for judgment, never decide in favor of one without hearing the arguments of the other; it is then most
likely that you will know the truth.”

6-  Write down the summary of the poem.                                 (5)
1 Try Again

OR   Paraphrase the following lines into simple English with reference to the context.
1 ‘Tis a lesson you should heed—       Then your courage should appear;

    Try again;  For if you will perseveres,
If at first you don’t succeed,  You will conquer, never fear,
    Try again.      Try again.
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                                             Lesson + Poem Test
1-   Choose the correct spellings of the following words.        (3)
1    (A) interest (B) interast (C) enterest (D) intirest 
2    (A) guility (B) guilty (C) guillty (D) guiltty 
3    (A) genration (B) ganeration (C) generetion (D) generation 

2-   Choose the correct meanings of the underlined words.   (3)
4 The Rasool (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) was so well known for his justice. The underlined word means:

   (A) unknown (B) famous (C) reputed (D) appreciated 
5 You and I work well together. _____ are good   friends.

   (A) They (B) We (C) Their (D) You 
6 If we strive, ‘tis no disgrace. The underlined word means.

   (A) insult (B) fail (C) reward (D) task 

3-   Choose the correct option according to the grammar.       (3)
7 The man ____ you were talking to at meeting is my cousin. Choose the correct relative pronoun.

   (A) that (B) what (C) whom (D) which 
8 He has to __________result.

   (A) accepted (B) accept (C) will accept (D) accepting 
9 ‘The black umbrella is mine.’ The underlined word is a / an _________ noun.

   (A) preposition (B) adverb (C) very (D) adjective 

4-  Answer the following questions.                                      (4x2=8)
(i) How can people achieve perfection in the moral, spiritual and social areas of life?
(ii) How does the Quran describe the personality of the Holy Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص)?
(iii) What does the word ‘persevere’ mean?
(iv) Give an example of struggle from your life?
5-  Translate the following paragraph into Urdu.                       (8)
1 It is reported by Hazrat Ali (���

� said to him: “When two men come to (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) that Allah’s Messenger ( ر� ا� ��ٰ ��
you for judgment, never decide in favor of one without hearing the arguments of the other; it is then most
likely that you will know the truth.”

6-  Write down the summary of the poem.                                 (5)
1 Try Again

OR   Paraphrase the following lines into simple English with reference to the context.
1 ‘Tis a lesson you should heed—       Then your courage should appear;

    Try again;  For if you will perseveres,
If at first you don’t succeed,  You will conquer, never fear,
    Try again.      Try again.
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                                             Lesson + Poem Test
1-   Choose the correct spellings of the following words.        (3)
1    (A) aspectes (B) espects (C) aspects (D) expacts 
2    (A) analysis (B) anelisis (C) enelises (D) anelyses 
3    (A) convanient (B) convenient (C) cunvanient (D) canvenient 

2-   Choose the correct meanings of the underlined words.   (3)
4 The synonym of ‘lovely’ is_______:

   (A) attractive (B) charming (C) beautiful (D) ugly 
5 Though both of these mediums cover the news effectively, there are distinct differences. The   

underlined word means:
   (A) minior (B) perplexed (C) clear (D) small 

6 The word “convenient” means________.
   (A) easy (B) good (C) difficult (D) complicated 

3-   Choose the correct option according to the grammar.       (3)
7 Is this your book? The underlined word is a ____ pronoun.

   (A) reflexive (B) possessive (C) demonstrative (D) personal 
8 Maria fell over the cat. The underlined phrase is a/an___________.

   (A) prepositional phrase (B) gerund phrase (C) infinitive phrase (D) noun phrase 
9 Is this your teacher’s book? The underlined word is a/an ________.

  (A) interrogative pronoun (B) demonstrative pronoun (C) personal pronoun 
(D) reflexive pronoun 

4-  Answer the following questions.                                      (4x2=8)
(i) How do newspapers give us more in-depth coverage?
(ii) Which medium do you prefer for news? Why?
(iii) With What the wind is compared?
(iv) What comparison is made in the second stanza?
5-  Translate the following paragraph into Urdu.                       (8)
1 Newspapers do not require us to sit at a place and read the news. Busy people may read the papers

anytime of the day. They may read the news that is important to them early in the morning, and carry the
paper with them to read in the bus or van. They may also choose to omit certain aspects of the news that
they are not interested in.

6-  Write down the summary of the poem.                                 (5)
1 Peace

OR   Paraphrase the following lines into simple English with reference to the context.
1 But all of that is       bright blue skies

Not its core,  and all you hear
Its center is in truth  are gentle whispers
eternal stillness  far away 
  and unimportant.
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                                             Lesson + Poem Test
1-   Choose the correct spellings of the following words.        (3)
1    (A) defi (B) defy (C) dafy (D) dufy 
2    (A) aspirations (B) asperations (C) aspirashon (D) aspirections 
3    (A) magazines (B) magzines (C) magezines (D) magazenes 

2-   Choose the correct meanings of the underlined words.   (3)
4 The word ‘smashing’ means.

   (A) flying (B) making (C) hitting and breaking (D) moving 
5 But all of that is not its core. The underlined word means.

   (A) centre (B) strong (C) high (D) temporary 
6 The synonym of ‘culprit’ is __________:

   (A) innocent (B) offender (C) honest (D) desert 

3-   Choose the correct option according to the grammar.       (3)
7 I have lost the pen____ I bought this morning.

   (A) which (B) whose (C) whom (D) what 
8 Why are you so sad? I have lost the pen ____ I brought this morning.

   (A) what (B) that (C) whose (D) which 
9 Mother is the real face of God. The underlined word is:

   (A) abstract noun (B) collective noun (C) uncountable noun (D) concrete noun 

4-  Answer the following questions.                                      (4x2=8)
(i) How is wind described in the first stanza?
(ii) Explain “its center is in truth”.
(iii) Why does the author use the term “fast food” and “slow food”?
(iv) Why should people be given more opportunity to read books?
5-  Translate the following paragraph into Urdu.                       (8)
1 There is a frequently asked question. What would the world be like without books? The very question is

absurd and depressing. It is always said that the latest technology signals the demise of the book. Decades
ago, it was thought that the radio would replace books. The fear his persisted throughout with the
inventions of television and internet

6-  Write down the summary of the poem.                                 (5)
1 Peace

OR   Paraphrase the following lines into simple English with reference to the context.
1 But all of that is       bright blue skies

Not its core,  and all you hear
Its center is in truth  are gentle whispers
eternal stillness  far away 
  and unimportant.
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                                             Lesson + Poem Test
1-   Choose the correct spellings of the following words.        (3)
1    (A) effart (B) effort (C) affort (D) effert 
2    (A) succes (B) seccess (C) success (D) suceass 
3    (A) diognose (B) diagnose (C) deagnose (D) diegnose 

2-   Choose the correct meanings of the underlined words.   (3)
4 Firm means:

   (A) fast (B) famous (C) definite (D) foolish 
5 The most vulnerable will be population in developing countries. The underlined word means:

   (A) in danger (B) flourishing (C) secure (D) heavy 
6 The antonym of “suffering” is ______.

   (A) distress (B) pleasure (C) arnguish (D) annoyed 

3-   Choose the correct option according to the grammar.       (3)
7 He had all the money in the world; ____ he was sad.

   (A) yet (B) if (C) but (D) still 
8 I would have been glad if he __________ me in the hospital:

   (A) will visit (B) visit (C) had visited (D) visited 
9 He is ashamed _____ his action.

   (A) of (B) on (C) at (D) over 

4-  Answer the following questions.                                      (4x2=8)
(i) Why is the poet repeating the sentence ‘try again’?
(ii) How is failure not a disgrace?
(iii) What did the caliph decide about the villager who murdered an old man?
(iv) What did the accusers said to the caliph in the court?
5-  Translate the following paragraph into Urdu.                       (8)
1 Once Hazrat Umar(���

� was busy in the affairs of , (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص)sitting in the Mosque of the Holy Prophet , (ر� ا� ��ٰ ��
the state. Two young men, holding a strong and sturdy countryman, appeared before him. They
complained to Hazrat Umar(���

� that the person had murdered their old father. They demanded  (ر� ا� ��ٰ ��
justice by punishing the murderer for his crime.

6-  Write down the summary of the poem.                                 (5)
1 Try Again

OR   Paraphrase the following lines into simple English with reference to the context.
1 ‘Tis a lesson you should heed—       Then your courage should appear;

    Try again;  For if you will perseveres,
If at first you don’t succeed,  You will conquer, never fear,
    Try again.      Try again.
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                                             Lesson + Poem Test
1-   Choose the correct spellings of the following words.        (3)
1    (A) guility (B) guilty (C) guillty (D) guiltty 
2    (A) genration (B) ganeration (C) generetion (D) generation 
3    (A) ommit (B) omit (C) omitt (D) oomitt 

2-   Choose the correct meanings of the underlined words.   (3)
4 The Rasool (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) was so well known for his justice. The underlined word means:

   (A) unknown (B) famous (C) reputed (D) appreciated 
5 If ____ appears, stop using the ointment.

   (A) infection (B) rash (C) allergy (D) wounds 
6 Thorough cleaning reduces the risk of ______.

   (A) infection and tetanus (B) allergy (C) rash (D) burns 

3-   Choose the correct option according to the grammar.       (3)
7 She works silently. The underlined word is ___.

   (A) adverb of time (B) adverb of place (C) adverb of quality (D) adverb of manner 
8 The strikers held a meeting to discuss the terms of employers. The underlined phrase is:

   (A) infinitive phrase (B) noun phrase (C) gerund phrase (D) prepositional phrase 
9 Our job is to keep the audience happy. The underlined word is a/an _____ noun.

   (A) singular (B) concerete (C) abstract (D) collective 

4-  Answer the following questions.                                      (4x2=8)
(i) “If we strive, it is no disgrace, “explain this sentence.
(ii) Why is the poet repeating the sentence ‘try again’?
(iii) How does television make us lazy?
(iv) How can readers give feedback to the newspaper articles?
5-  Translate the following paragraph into Urdu.                       (8)
1 They asked Hazrat Usama bin Zaid (���

� ر� ا� ��ٰ) to intercede on her behalf. Hazrat Usama (ر� ا� ��ٰ ��
���
� ��) requested the Holy Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) to forgive her. The Holy Prophet very furiously said, “Bani lsrail was

ruined because of this. They applied law to the poor and forgave the rich.
6-  Write down the summary of the poem.                                 (5)
1 Try Again

OR   Paraphrase the following lines into simple English with reference to the context.
1 Once or twice though you should fail,       If we strive, ‘tis no disgrace

If you would at last prevail,  Though we did not win the race—
     Try again.  What should you do in that case?      Try again.
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                                             Lesson + Poem Test
1-   Choose the correct spellings of the following words.        (5)
1    (A) rooring (B) roring (C) raoring (D) roaring 
2    (A) gentl (B) pental (C) pentle (D) gentale 
3    (A) ravelation (B) revilation (C) revalation (D) revelation 
4    (A) defi (B) defy (C) dafy (D) dufy 
5    (A) diognose (B) diagnose (C) deagnose (D) diegnose 

2-   Choose the correct meanings of the underlined words.   (5)
6 The word ‘smashing’ means.

   (A) flying (B) making (C) hitting and breaking (D) moving 
7 I am prepared to excel and make it much further in the years to come with my college education. The

undernoted word means:
   (A) high (B) to do extremely well (C) exaltred (D) easy 

8 Though both of these mediums cover the news effectively, there are distinct differences. The    underlined
word means:

   (A) minior (B) perplexed (C) clear (D) small 
9 The word  “defy” means:

   (A) apply (B) disobey (C) difficult (D) object 
10 Another popular custom is to hang up sings and posters on doors and windows with the Chinese word ‘fu’

written on them. The underlined word means.
   (A) law (B) luck and happiness (C) rule (D) code 

3-  Choose the correct option according to the grammar.    (5)
11 Maria fell over the cat. The underlined phrase is a/an___________.

   (A) prepositional phrase (B) gerund phrase (C) infinitive phrase (D) noun phrase 
12 The man __ you were talking to at the meeting is my cousin; Choose the correct relative pronoun:

   (A) that (B) what (C) who (D) which 
13 She takes            pride _______ her work.

   (A) from (B) on (C) with (D) of 
14 “Do not tell a lie.” What kind of sentence is it?

   (A) assertive (B) imperative (C) positive (D) exclamatory 
15 None of the cheques were cashed; ___ finally expired.

   (A) they (B) it (C) its (D) them 

4-  Answer the following questions.                                  (6x2=12)
(i) What comparison is made in the second stanza?
(ii) How does a book connect the reader and the writer?
(iii) What role does a library play to promote the habit of book reading?
(iv) What cause did the young men bring to Hazrat Umar Farooq (���

� ?(ر� ا� ��ٰ ��
(v) Why did the villager ask Hazrat Umar Farooq(���

� ?to delay the execution  (ر� ا� ��ٰ ��
(vi) What did the accusers said to the caliph in the court?
5-   Translate the following paragraph into Urdu.                (8)
1 Finally, the reader looked up at the sky, while his face was beaming. It doesn’t matter whether it was because of a

sudden joy with the act of reading, or revelation from what was written, or delight at how the story resolved.
6-  Write down the summary of the poem.                            (5)
1 Peace

OR   Paraphrase the following lines into simple English with reference to the context.
1 But all of that is       bright blue skies

Not its core,  and all you hear
Its center is in truth  are gentle whispers
eternal stillness  far away 
  and unimportant.
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(A):     Choose the correct form of verb and fill up the bubbles sheet.                                         (5)

1 Have you ______ this book?
   (A) reading (B) red (C) reads (D) read 

2 Last summer, we _____ many places.
   (A) have visited (B) will visit (C) visited (D) visit 

3 It was ______ in the morning.
   (A) rain (B) rained (C) rains (D) raining 

4 She ____ before the party began.
   (A) is leaving (B) has left (C) has been leaving (D) had left 

5 If she _____ the exam, she would be able to enter university.
   (A) passed (B) passes (C) will pass (D) have passed 

(B):     Choose the correct spellings of the following words.                                                              (5)

6    (A) magnetude (B) magnitude (C) megknitud (D) megnitude 
7    (A) surface (B) surfase (C) serfase (D) serface 
8    (A) oentment (B) ointment (C) oinment (D) aintment 
9    (A) premarily (B) primaerily (C) primerily (D) primarily 
10    (A) aplouded (B) applauded (C) aplauded (D) appleuded 
(C):     Choose the correct meanings of the underlined word and fill up the bubbles sheet.   (5)

11 Thorough cleaning reduces the risk of ______.
   (A) infection and tetanus (B) allergy (C) rash (D) burns 

12 Their ancestors killed a member of our family. The underlined word means
   (A) relatives (B) brothers (C) forefathers (D) successors 

13 The synonym of ‘persevere’ is __________.
   (A) give up (B) persist (C) surrender (D) accept 

14 The antonym of ‘fail’ is ______.
   (A) unsuccessful (B) flourish (C) succeed (D) foe 

15 Last summer, we _____ many places.
   (A) visited (B) had visited (C) have visited (D) will have visited 

(D):     Choose the correct op�on according to the grammar and fill up the bubbles sheet.   (5)

16 The man ____ you were talking to at meeting is my cousin. Choose the correct relative pronoun.
   (A) that (B) what (C) whom (D) which 

17 So try to keep it out of the actual wound. The underined word is a/an ____pronoun.
   (A) gerund (B) infinitive (C) adverb (D) past prticiple 

18 The comforts of books defy time and break borders. The underlined word means:
   (A) openly resist something (B) problem (C) consider (D) crucial 

19 They are faithful ______ her.
   (A) of (B) on (C) at (D) to 

20 Mother is the real face of God. The underlined word is:
   (A) abstract noun (B) collective noun (C) uncountable noun (D) concrete noun 
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(A):     Choose the correct form of verb and fill up the bubbles sheet.                                         (5)

1 The sun_____ in the east.
   (A) rise (B) rises (C) has rise (D) is rise 

2 They _____ tea every morning.
   (A) take (B) took (C) takes (D) are taking 

3 She ____ her cat very much.
   (A) loved (B) loving (C) loves (D) love 

4 It ____ in winter.
   (A) rain (B) rained (C) rains (D) is raining 

5 I______ him in the place yesterday.
   (A) am meeting (B) was met (C) has written (D) writing 

(B):     Choose the correct spellings of the following words.                                                              (5)

6    (A) modle (B) model (C) moedl (D) madel 
7    (A) iquipment (B) equepment (C) equipment (D) equuepment 
8    (A) aditorials (B) editorials (C) editoryals (D) oditorials 
9    (A) defi (B) defy (C) dafy (D) dufy 
10    (A) surety (B) surty (C) surrty (D) shurty 
(C):     Choose the correct meanings of the underlined word and fill up the bubbles sheet.   (5)

11 The synonym of ‘conquer’ is__________:
   (A) win (B) shame (C) tough (D) heed 

12 Ali was impressed _____ Rehan’s gardens.
   (A) by ` (B) from (C) to (D) with 

13 “Mighty” means:
   (A) strength (B) meek (C) minor (D) mild 

14 Last summer, we _____ many places.
   (A) visited (B) had visited (C) have visited (D) will have visited 

15 Change the dressing at least________.
   (A) weekly (B) twice a day (C) daily (D) monthly 

(D):     Choose the correct op�on according to the grammar and fill up the bubbles sheet.   (5)

16 Didn’t you see the sign? You _____ drive at more than 30 miles an hour.
   (A) cannot (B) may not (C) must not (D) should not 

17 You ___ find Lubna in the garden, but I doubt it.
   (A) might (B) can (C) must (D) could 

18 Will someone be here to open the door? The underlined part of sentence is:
   (A) prepositional phrase (B) gerund phrase (C) infinitive (D) gerund 

19 Mother is the real face of God. The underlined word is:
   (A) abstract noun (B) collective noun (C) uncountable noun (D) concrete noun 

20 ‘The room was full, so I had no place to sit’. It is a/an ______ sentence.
   (A) compund (B) simple (C) complex (D) interrogative 
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(A):     Choose the correct form of verb and fill up the bubbles sheet.                                         (5)

1 Naushaba _____ by Khurshid.
   (A) help (B) will help (C) is helped (D) helps 

2 They always _____ back home late.
   (A) is coming (B) has come (C) had come (D) come 

3 They have ______ the poem.
   (A) teach (B) teaches (C) taught (D) teaching 

4 He ______ in the row for an hour.
   (A) stand (B) stood (C) will stand (D) has been standing 

5 Arabs started to _____ pressure.
   (A) mounts (B) mounted (C) mounting (D) mount 

(B):     Choose the correct spellings of the following words.                                                              (5)

6    (A) verious (B) various (C) virious (D) vireous 
7    (A) justice (B) jastase (C) justase (D) justise 
8    (A) rines (B) rinse (C) renise (D) risne 
9    (A) magazines (B) magzines (C) magezines (D) magazenes 
10    (A) nigate (B) neegate (C) nigayte (D) negate 
(C):     Choose the correct meanings of the underlined word and fill up the bubbles sheet.   (5)

11 Their ancestors killed a member of our family. The underlined word means
   (A) relatives (B) brothers (C) forefathers (D) successors 

12 “He advised the most equitable plan for the setting of the Black Stone.”
   (A) honourable (B) privileged (C) reasonable (D) favourite 

13 "Proficient" means:
   (A) skillful (B) willful (C) rebel (D) contrary 

14 The word ancestors means.
   (A) relatives (B) forefathers (C) successors (D) brothers/sisters 

15 The most vulnerable will be population in developing countries. The underlined word means:
   (A) in danger (B) flourishing (C) secure (D) heavy 

(D):     Choose the correct op�on according to the grammar and fill up the bubbles sheet.   (5)

16 The man ____ you were talking to at meeting is my cousin. Choose the correct relative pronoun.
   (A) that (B) what (C) whom (D) which 

17 We are a good team. The underlined word is a/an:
   (A) relative pronoun (B) indefinite pronoun (C) relfexive pronoun (D) personal pronoun 

18 It ____ this your book? The underlined word is a/an____ pronoun.
   (A) demonstrative (B) personal (C) possessive (D) reflexive 

19 She takes            pride _______ her work.
   (A) from (B) on (C) with (D) of 

20 I like those who win the first prize. The underlined word is ____ pronoun.
   (A) interrogative (B) relative (C) personal (D) reflexive 
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(A):     Choose the correct form of verb and fill up the bubbles sheet.                                            (2)

1 Ali ______ this book since morning.
   (A) read (B) has read (C) has been reading (D) will read 

2 I ______ this motor bike only a month ago.
   (A) will buy (B) bought (C) have bought (D) buys 

(B):     Choose the correct spellings of the following words.                                                               (2)

3    (A) rines (B) rinse (C) renise (D) risne 
4    (A) elastic (B) elastac (C) alastic (D) elestic 
(C):     Choose the correct meanings of the underlined word and fill up the bubbles sheet.         (2)

5 The Rasool (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) was so well known for his justice. The underlined word means:
   (A) unknown (B) famous (C) reputed (D) appreciated 

6 The word “equitable” means:
   (A) fair (B) just (C) equal (D) nearest 

(D):     Choose the correct option according to the grammar and fill up the bubbles sheet.         (2)

7 Maria fell over the cat. The underlined phrase is a/an___________.
   (A) prepositional phrase (B) gerund phrase (C) infinitive phrase (D) noun phrase 

8 He does not care ____ me.
   (A) with (B) for (C) to (D) of 

                                                                                            (SECTION-I)

2.   Answer the following questions.                                                                   (3x2=6)

  (i) “If we strive, it is no disgrace, “explain this sentence. (ii) Can modern technology take the place of books?
(iii) Why did the old man hurl a stone at the camel?
                                                                                           (SECTION-II)

3.   Translate the following paragraph into Urdu.                                                       (4)

1 Television, brings laziness in us. We can view the news with a little or no effort since it is practically a form of
entertainment. If we have the leisure time, we can view the television news anytime of the day and night. It
broadcast the news as it is happening.

4.   Write down the summary of the poem.                                                                (4)
1 Try Again

OR   Paraphrase the following lines into simple English with reference to the context.
1 ‘Tis a lesson you should heed—       Then your courage should appear;

    Try again;  For if you will perseveres,
If at first you don’t succeed,  You will conquer, never fear,
    Try again.      Try again.

5.   Write an Essay 150-200 words on ONE of the following topics.                        (4)
   (i)  A Visit to a Museum (ii) How to Keep our Town Clean (iii) Pakistan Women

OR   Write a paragraph of 100-150 words on of the following paragraphs.
   (i) An Industrial Exhibition (ii) A Road Accident (iii) A Picnic Party

6.   Change the following sentences into Indirect form.                                          (4)

  
 

(i) You will say, "His brother did not come last night." (ii) She said, "I do not agree with you."
(iii) She said to her son, "May God help you!" (iv) He said to me, "Do you speak English?"
7.   Use the following pairs of words into your own sentences.                               (3)

   (i) deny, refuse (ii) lovely, lovable (iii) principal, principle

8.   Translate the following paragraph into English.                                                    (5)
1 ��ى �� وہ ا� ز�� � ��ب � �۔� اس د� � �� � �� � �۔ اس � �� � � �ے اور � � �م �ے �� آد� ا� � �د ���

� � � � ���� � ��۔ � �� � � دوڑا� � �م �� � � � � آد� �رے � �� � � اور � � �م � اور
�ا� � ا�� � �ر �را �۔ ا� � اس � ز�� � �� �� � �م � � � وہ � �رے � � � � اس � �� ا� � �ارى۔ ا��

� �ق �۔
 .Write TEN sentences about the topic    .8

(.Question - 8  Alternative to Urdu translation)
An Industrial Exhibition
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(A):     Choose the correct form of verb and fill up the bubbles sheet.                                            (2)

1 They ____ to sleep at ten.
   (A) went (B) go (C) goes (D) are going 

2 I have been _____ for two years.
   (A) read (B) reads (C) readed (D) reading 

(B):     Choose the correct spellings of the following words.                                                               (2)

3    (A) antibotic (B) antebiotic (C) auntibiotic (D) antibiotic 
4    (A) sturdy (B) stirdy (C) sturedy (D) stardy 
(C):     Choose the correct meanings of the underlined word and fill up the bubbles sheet.         (2)

5 We ___ our bottle, so we could use it again.
   (A) cleaning (B) clean (C) cleaned (D) will clean 

6 Our town is so _____ there is nothing to do here.
   (A) bored (B) boring (C) amusing (D) funny 

(D):     Choose the correct option according to the grammar and fill up the bubbles sheet.         (2)

7 Have you seen the man _____bought a book from the shop just now. The underlined word is  
a/an____.

   (A) that (B) who (C) which (D) what 
8 None of the cheques were cashed; They finally expired.’ The underlined word is a / an……….

   (A) personal pronoun (B) adverb phrase (C) relative pronoun (D) proper noun 

                                                                                            (SECTION-I)

2.   Answer the following questions.                                                                   (3x2=6)

 
 

(i) What is the importance of knowledge of ‘First Aid’ in crisis management?
(ii) How does a viewer get restricted while watching TV news? (iii) Can modern technology take the place of books?
                                                                                           (SECTION-II)

3.   Translate the following paragraph into Urdu.                                                       (4)

1 Newspapers do not require us to sit at a place and read the news. Busy people may read the papers anytime of the
day. They may read the news that is important to them early in the morning, and carry the paper with them to
read in the bus or van. They may also choose to omit certain aspects of the news that they are not interested in.

4.   Write down the summary of the poem.                                                                (4)
1 Try Again

OR   Paraphrase the following lines into simple English with reference to the context.
1 If you find your task is hard.       All that other folk can do,

    Try again;  Why with patience should not you?
Time will bring you your reward,  Only keep this rule in view,
    Try again;     Try again.

5.   Write an Essay 150-200 words on ONE of the following topics.                        (4)
   (i) How to Keep our Town Clean (ii) Meena Bazar (iii) A Visit to a Historical Place

OR   Write a paragraph of 100-150 words on of the following paragraphs.
   (i) A Visit to a Hospital (ii) A Dream (iii) A Fortune Teller

6.   Change the following sentences into Indirect form.                                          (4)

  
 

(i) Ali says, "I write a letter." (ii) Munir said to him, "You are not going to bazaar."
(iii) I said to Amjad, "One of my neighbours is a doctor." (iv) He said, "Alas! We cannot defeat our enemies."
7.   Use the following pairs of words into your own sentences.                               (3)

   (i) die, dye (ii) eligible, illegible (iii) feet, feat

8.   Translate the following paragraph into English.                                                    (5)
1 ��ى �� وہ ا� ز�� � ��ب � �۔� اس د� � �� � �� � �۔ اس � �� � � �ے اور � � �م �ے �� آد� ا� � �د ���

� � � � ���� � ��۔ � �� � � دوڑا� � �م �� � � � � آد� �رے � �� � � اور � � �م � اور
�ا� � ا�� � �ر �را �۔ ا� � اس � ز�� � �� �� � �م � � � وہ � �رے � � � � اس � �� ا� � �ارى۔ ا��

� �ق �۔
 .Write TEN sentences about the topic    .8

(.Question - 8  Alternative to Urdu translation)
A Fortune Teller
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